make your right moves!

welcome to
the chesscon family
Welcome to the next generation
of terminal optimization software.
Like chess players, terminal operators are constantly strategizing
to develop their next big move.
chesscon (www.chesscon.com)
utilizes visualization, simulation and emulation to aid the
operator’s strategic and tactical
planning as well as the start-up
of new terminal components.
This software will optimize your
day-to-day operations by ﬁnetuning tos (Terminal Operating
System) parameters and training
the control staﬀ to become grandmasters in terminal operation.
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chesscon yard view increases
your operational yard planning.
This software is an extremely
valuable tool for planning, optimizing and presenting your container terminal.
chesscon yard view gives you
the opportunity to see your terminal in a way you have never
seen it before. There is no limit to
ﬁltering your container inventory.
No more boring 2d visualization,
now you will see your terminal in
a high quality 3d view.

highlights
3d Overview of your terminal
Shows real container inventory
Take a look around your yard on
every position in your terminal
Easy connection to every tos
Shows yard as detailed as needed
No limits to ﬁltering container
inventory
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chesscon simulation is the
newer version of the isl’s scusy,
which is known and used all over
the world.
This tool has been approved by
container terminals worldwide.
It allows terminal operators and
consultants to accomplish their
strategic and tactical
planning in a fast and easy way.
To ﬁnd the best solution the terminal operator can run through
many options to ﬁnd the winning
strategy in a complex market.

key features
Planning of new terminals
Reorganization of existing ones
Utilization of equipment
Evaluation of handling strategies
Applicable for any terminal layout
Easy-to-operate user interface
Intuitive for users without speciﬁc
expertise in simulation technique
Online animation
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chesscon virtual terminal
provides a 3d model of a complete container terminal with
all of its equipment and reacts
like a real terminal.
The software’s open architecture
allows you to easily connect to
any existing tos. This is the state
of the art to test tos functionality with-out disturbing the real
operation, which improves your
terminal’s productivity, availability and stability.
Make more moves without burning fuel, making noise and
emissions. An advantage like this
can only be achieved through

the utilization of a virtual
terminal. For the testing of new
tos releases, look no further.
chesscon virtual terminal
speeds the start-up phase of
a new terminal and brings the
control staﬀ to an expert level
of operational understanding.

benefits
Optimize utilization of equipment
Improve your terminal productivity
Optimize handling strategies
Reduce operational costs
Increase the skill of your control staﬀ
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chesscon capacity recognized
worldwide as an excellent tool
for evaluating quaysides capacity
and calculating the optimal number of cranes needed, as well as
the number of slots per container
type. Users of this software include terminal operators, port authorities and terminal planners.
isl’s experts use the product internally and externally for consultancy projects across the globe.

performance features
Determination of quay capacity
Analyzing stacking area’s capacity
Diﬀerentiation by vessel types
Support of various container types

our approach
isl applications gmbh provides
services revolving around the
chesscon family of products.
We start with the installation of
the software and train our clients
to use the software themselves.
Typically, the ﬁrst terminal model
will be built during this phase.
We can also assist in the start up
of new projects. If required, we
can develop complete models and
perform the study.
Terminal operators will recognize
this approach as being similar to
those provided by tos suppliers.

After tos installation and conﬁguration, they will operate and
manage the system on their own
and, from time to time, consult
the tos supplier’s experts for
help with speciﬁc decisions.

our services
Sales and marketing of the products
Training and customizing
Enabling the client to get started
Supporting the start-up of new projects
Maintenance of the products

references
isl applications gmbh is the
commercial part of the world
wide known Institute for Shipping
Economics and Logistics (isl).
For over 20 years, isl is specializing in optimization and simulation and has developed simulation
systems, which are used around
the world for optimizing container
terminals, harbor planning and
analyzing transportation networks.
isl applications’ experts provide
all services around these products
and are part of a huge network,
which includes expertise from
terminal operators, software
engineers, terminal planner, etc.

isl applications gmbh

p +49 471-30 98 38-38
f +49 471-30 98 38-55
info@isl-applications.com
www.isl-applications.com
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